
 

Pioneer DDJ-T1 Enhanced Controller Mapper V1.2

it comes with x-s cue points, pattern memories, spectral effects, sample lock and now it has the ability to recognize program changes and change accordingly. this means that you have the option of changing your deck order in the virtual mixer and have the deck change up
depending on which track youre playing. this is for djs whore always switching up their song order from show to show. theres no doubt that this will be a feature that djs in clubs will love. the audio section isnt all that special either. this has 6 line outputs and a headphone jack. theres

also an extra headphone jack. the ddj-t1 was designed with a wide range of feature sets to accomplish the original dj tasks of playing vinyl records, cutting tape, mixer for listening to tracks, cueing tracks on vinyl, loops and samples and recording performances. the pioneer ddj-t1
mapping will be available for digital dj tips subscribers to import through the serato dj mixer plugin, free from serato dj website later this month. users will be able to load up their favourite tracks on to the pioneer ddj-t1 to easily map their favorite controls using the djm-t1 pitch faders,
eq, encoders, etc etc. if youre already using or thinking about using the ddj-t1, this mapping is a must have. the ddj-t1 is not certified so youre able to open up this mapping first before investing in your longed-for certified product. this means that if you prefer to use the ddj-t1 over the
certified product, you can be a bit more adventurous with its mapping. you may be reading through this blog in anticipation of the next pioneer dct - the dxj-t1. while its a bit too early to post a look-in for the dxj-t1, here is our pioneer dj team up for ddj-t1 fx enhancer to see what we

have done with the ddj-t1 in concert with serato to ensure that the ddj-t1 is fully catered for with the same mapping features.
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